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Arrangement:  The Kent Organ Dayton School Desegregation Papers consists of one Administrative series.

Biographical/Historical Note:  The Dayton Citizens Advisory Board (DCAB) was established by U.S. District Court Judge Carl B. Rubin on February 12, 1976 to oversee the implementation of the desegregation order he had issued in December 1975. Fifty-five men and women from all
segments of the community comprised the DCAB. Dr. Robert J. Kegerreis was name the chairperson. The DCAB was divided into five committees consisting of the School Relations Committee, the Safety and Transportation Committee, the Student Relations Committee, the Monitoring Committee, and the Community Relations Committee.

On April 13, 1977, the DCAB chairman appointed an Ad Hoc Committee to analyze the Desegregation Plan, and its implementation. The committee was also tasked with forecasting problems that may be anticipated for the 1977-1978 school year and offer recommendations to Judge Rubin, the Dayton Citizen Advisory Board, and as appropriate, to community organizations and institutions and to school administration. The Ad Hoc Committee consisted of Kent Organ (Chairperson), Tyree Broomfield, Phyllis Greer, Robert Kolze, Carol Pavlofsky and Richard Zimmer. The Ad Hoc Committee’s report was submitted to the DCAB on June 24, 1977. The report was approved by the DCAB and forwarded to Judge Rubin in August 1977.

Scope and Content: The bulk of the Kent Organ Dayton School Desegregation Papers consists of the final report submitted by the Ad Hoc Committee of the Dayton Citizens Advisory Board. In addition to the report, the papers contain two articles written by Kent Organ and the Agenda for a School Desegregation Panel held at College Hill Community Church in October 2004.

As noted, the bulk of the papers consists of the Ad Hoc Committees report to the DCAB. The report is divided into three parts: Analysis of the 1976-77 Experience; Forecast for 1977-78; and Recommendations. The report also has 10 appendices including: Community Preparation; Transportation; Racial Ratio; Safety and Security; Human Relations; Student Relations; Student Conduct and Discipline, Parent Relations, Curricular Offerings, and Comments from the Superintendent. Researchers will found the introductory comments interesting as it describes some of the difficulties in obtaining data for the report after the fact. Also, of note, are the statistical reports found in the appendices.
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